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The truth which underlies some of

the gravest problems of our cities:

the Saloon :

the Social Evil "

and Gambling =------ ** * *

RAND WHIT LOCK, when

Mayor of Toledo, had occasion

to write an open letter addressed

to the Federation of Churches.

The “best citizens” wanted to

know why the laws and statutes

controlling certain unwholesome

conditions—the Saloon, the Social

Evil, Gambling, the violation of

the Sabbath, etc.—were not en

forced and the conditions eradi

cated. Mr. Whitlock's letter, a

plain, practical, unblinking analysis

applicable not only to Toledo but

to other American cities, consti

tutes a brief but comprehensive

survey of the possibilities of Civic

Reform. It has been “done”

owing to the great demand for

it into a book entitled, “On the

Enforcement of Law in Cities.”

Every friend of genuine reform

will want to know the relation of

these civic problems to the great

problem of poverty itself. Bound

in boards, price postpaid, 50c.

Ten copies,#

Other Books by Brand Whitlock

BRAHAM LINCOLN is a study

of the great democrat by one who

knows what democracy means.

This book is recognized by com

petent authorities as the best

short work on the life of Lincoln.

It's a volume ideal for reading

during this wartime. Price, post

paid, 60c.

ORTY YEARS OF IT is in a

sense a history of the progress

of democracy in the middle west.

In recounting his own experi

ences, Mr. Whitlock brings one

into close acquaintance with many

notable figures in our political

history. It is a book that will

make the strongest human appeal

to the workers for democracy.

Price, bound in cloth, postpaid,

$1.75.
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of essential reforms.

:

An International Journal of Fundamental Democracy

Editorial

The danger to which Russia is exposed is not

domination by the Bolsheviki, but the opening

made by their uprising for the entrance of re

actionary forces. It will probably force the mod

erate socialists into an alliance with the bour

geoisie. This will inevitably delay the operation

The reassuring factor in

the situation is that Kerensky was not eliminated.

On him hangs the hope of avoiding civil war.

Our reactionaries call him a weak man because

he knows that the remaking of Russia will only

be hindered by filling the streets with dead. It

is the easiest thing in the world to give orders

to shoot,—it is the first step of a weak man,—

and the remedy for shooting is more shooting.

Meanwhile, it is well for our detractors of Rus

sia, who are responsible for our lack of moral

support and material aid, to remember that the

Russian army is not only an important, but an

all-important factor in next summer's military

situation.

x *k x

In the new political power of organized labor

in every country lies much of the hope for the

growth of a spirit and intention without which

the most perfect machinery of international ad

justment will be worthless. European Socialists

will play their part along with labor. In this

country, the Socialists have betrayed their own

cause and disqualified themselves as an organi

zation. The fundamental tenet of their creed is

that wars are produced by capitalism. Their

philosophy sees war as an effect, as an evil that

cannot be avoided until the causes that produce

it are removed. They should be the last people

to throw themselves into blind and futile opposi

tion to war while neglecting utterly to fight its

causes. In the face of their greatest opportunity

to aid in socializing the economic life of this na

tion, they have abandoned socialism for pacifism.

If they were true to their cause, they would now

be exerting all their energy and intelligence to

procure the taking over of the railroads, the

mines and the basic industries. Especially should

they do this because they profess to believe that

economic privilege in America forced us into

this war. In this we believe them mistaken. But

we can agree that economic privilege in America

might very probably force us into some future

conflict. And in attacking it, they would have

proved themselves both good Socialists and good

pacifists. Apparently, though, they find their

real happiness, not in the advancement of social

ism, but in the emotion of opposition for the

emotion’s sake.

x *k sk

The associates of Colonel House give ratifica

tion to Secretary Lansing's announcement that

the work of the Paris Conference will be con

cerned exclusively with the conduct of war. It

is, however, difficult to believe that a merely tech

nical commission would have been headed by Col

onel House. That he should be designated to

direct this work is evidence that the attempt will

be made to secure far more than military co

operation. No one who tries to sense the political

situation of the allied countries can fail to be

aware that the peoples of those countries are

demanding with more insistence than at any time

since the war started, a clarification of war aims.

It is not a demand for peace, but for unity in the

essentials of what the people are fighting and

dying for.

x *k sk

The New York Tribune quotes an editorial

utterance of the Manchester Guardian, which

leaves no doubt as to the attitude of British

Liberals:

“We shall insist on a clearer and closer defi

nition of our war aims, requiring our spokesmen

to eliminate the element of bluff and agree upon
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an actual basis on which peace will be possible.

Otherwise, the people cannot too soon or too

clearly understand that the war will not merely

run into the next year, but into 1919 and 1920–

and its termination will not depend on any of

the European Allies, but upon the force America

is able to bring to bear.

“We acknowledge cordially the great effort

America is making, and doubt neither her whole

hearted resolution nor her power. But for

Europe and this country the outlook, if the war

is to run two years more, is devastating. It can

not be cured and must be endured, and Germany

had best understand that, rather than yield on

essentials, we will go through to the end. But

we, on our side, should make sure that it is only

on the essentals that we are standing and that no

irrelevant issue postpones the day of relief.”

And this demand for essentials will soon be

universal. There is every reason to anticipate

that American leadership in definition of war

aims would be welcomed by all the Allies. This

is not merely a concession to the force we are

expected to bring to bear, nor to the assumption

that we are altogether unselfish, but to our de

tachment in regard to all particular aspects of a

European settlement. It gives us, therefore, the

greatest opportunity of all time for constructive

international statesmanship. But that oppor

tunity must be met with something more than

pious aspiration.

x k >k

Nor is it clear that the projected League of

Nations, which the Manchester Guardian accepts

as our definitive contribution to the political plan,

is very much more than an ideal. Every long

and devastating war of modern times has pro

voked the same project, but every attempt at its

realization has gone to pieces with the first seri

ous difficulty. A practical federation of democ

racies is the objective, but assuming that our

neighbors to the south belong to the category of

democracies, the conception cannot rise to tri

umph even in the case of our own hemisphere.

Pan-Americanism is, to those who know, a rather

futile dream so far as concerns the .immediate

future. There are so many profound differences,

so many reasons for distrust, that anything more

than superficial co-operation seems impracticable.

How is it possible then to surmount the barriers

that lie between European peoples?

A solution of the problem comes within view

when the grounds of unity are found to be more

important than those of difference. And the

ground of unity lies in democracy itself. Seen in

the large, there has been no defeat of the Allies

which will fail to make for ultimate victory and

a secure peace. It was Russian imperialism that

met defeat in 1915. It was Rumania's eagerness

to seize Transylvania that overwhelmed her last

year. The disaster to Italy in the past few days

is not Italian defeat, but the defeat of her im

perialist ambition. Little by little, in the con

suming fires of war, the allied nations are being

purified of that element which, in its national

German embodiment, is the enemy of them all.

With the peoples of all these countries standing

together in mutual defense and furtherance of

the democratic purpose, unity of action will in

evitably follow.

x *k sk

The British tory who said that no one would

die on the battlefield for “so trumpery a thing as

democracy,” will learn that that is the only thing

for which men will consent to die. The common

people of every country, except Germany, are

making it clearer every day that they are unwill

ing to give their lives to further the imperialist

ambitions of a feudal class. No population can

be roused to the effort involved in war until the

issues are on an ethical plane. Men do not go

“over the top" to wring some additional trade

privilege from China, or to readjust a boundary

in Africa. Booty has lost its meaning for all ex

cept Germans. To fight for democracy is to give

reality to the high motives that all nations have

used speciously to rouse their people.

*k sk k

It is not then too much to urge that the chief

political function of America is to further, while

war provides the temporary unity, a machinery

of permanent international co-operation. What

is the product of the moment's exigency should

be studied with the conscious intention of making

it a block in the building which it is the peculiar

duty of this country to erect. No league of na

tions will arise from a peace conference. It will

not come from the establishment of a tribunal, as

Mr. Taft pathetically thinks. It has no relation

to official after-dinner amenities. It will be

democratic—a conscious union of peoples—or

nothing at all. The peoples are willing enough;
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our statesmanship is failing its own high purpose

if it is not now striving to perfect the means.

And this can only aid the one military aim of the

war—the defeat of the German armies.

*k x >k

If a decline in railroad securities on the New

York Stock Exchange can be used, as Controller

Williams of the Treasury Department, uses it,

as an argument for higher freight rates, then we

may expect such a decline whenever the roads go

before the Interstate Commerce Commission with

a plea for permission to increase their charges.

The losses pointed out by Mr. Williams are paper

losses, except for those incurred by speculators

who held on narrow margins and by a few stock

holders in immediate need of funds. The men who

own our railroads are not selling at these prices,

and such fluctuations of the stock market should

not be considered by the Interstate Commerce

Commission. The public wants an answer to the

assertion of Clifford Thorne, representing the

shippers, that the eastern roads earned 10% per

cent, during the past fiscal year, net above all

expenses, interest charges and taxes, and this be

fore they were granted a 15 per cent. increase

that will bring in an advance of approximately

$100,000,000. The Government should be per

mitted to go into the market and buy railroad

securities itself. We should then see a quick

recovery in prices. At the least, it should lend

the roads money required for new equipment.

*k k >k

Once again municipal reformers have a chance

to consider why a conventionally clean adminis

tration has failed to receive popular approval. It

is a phenomenon which puzzled them in the days

of Tweed, and is no less perplexing today. It

is easy to draw an indictment against gang rule,

and to show its inefficiency, wastefulness, ex

travagance and worse features. Good citizens

agree that such things should not be tolerated.

With this feeling the reformers offer a clean, effi

cient, and honest administration. Entrusted with

power, they deliver what they have promised.

Then, instead of showing appreciation, the un

grateful people oust them and restore the old dis

reputable gang; and the disgusted reformers feel

they must attribute the result to the voter's

ignorance. But may not the true reason be

ignorance on the part of the high-brow reformer?

May it not be economic ignorance and consequent

inability to see that political bosses and their

gangs are the products of social injustice? The

power of a gang rests on two supports: One is

the legalized predatory interests in need of tools

in office to help them gain and keep special privi

leges. The other is the proletariat with votes to

give in return for jobs and for charity that

asks no disagreeable questions. Privilege held

by one class creates the poverty of the other.

Those who wish good government to be perma

nent should recognize that fact and make the

fight on privilege their own. If there is nothing

wrong with conditions that breed millionaires

and tramps, then we might as well accept with

resignation the kind of government that these

conditions breed. If these conditions are wrong,

reformers should not ignore them. So long as

they fight none but superficial evils, so long as

they absolve government of responsibility for

poverty and destitution, so long must they fail

to hold popular confidence for more than a brief

period. This may be deplorable, but facts cannot

be deplored away. Reformers must face them

squarely and act accordingly.

x *k sk

The man or woman who blazes a new trail

in the race's progress toward freedom almost

invariably suffers contumely, persecution, im

prisonment, or even death itself. Such was the

fate of the pioneers in the struggle for religious

freedom; of the first woman suffragists; of the

first trade union organizers; of those I. W. W.

agitators who were the first in this country to

force public attention to the shocking conditions

under which unskilled immigrants and migratory

laborers lived and worked. It is a task for in

tense, abnormal men and women, sustained by

a vision and willing to forego the rewards that

redeem living for most of us. But what can be

said for women who offer themselves as martyrs

in a cause that requires only politicians, a great,

respectable, popular movement that can only be

injured and delayed by the tooth-and-nail pug

nacity exhibited by the suffrage pickets at Wash

ington? If they must wear a crown of thorns

and use their lives for a grand gesture, let them

join the I. W. W. or the anarchists, or some other

movement with no promise of immediate attain

ment of its goal. A few weeks ago they spoke

with pity and scorn of those New York women

who were working for the suffrage by states.
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Today the New York victory is seen to be im

portant not only for itself, but in the assurance

it gives of early favorable action on the Federal

Amendment. And to Mr. Wilson, who receives

only hatred and hisses from the pickets and their

adherents, a large share of the credit is given

by the women who organized the victory.

x 2k xk

The record of the Supreme Court of Indiana

is a strong argument for the recall of judicial

decisions. Within the past few months it has

nullified a child labor law, a two-cent railroad

fare law, and a law granting women municipal

and Presidential suffrage. It may be that these

laws were unconstitutional, but the recall would

provide an easy method of overcoming that dif

ficulty. It may also be said by some that the

people of Indiana can amend their constitution

if they wish. But the Supreme Court knows bet

ter. It has not only nullified the legislative acts

mentioned, but has held unconstitutional a resolu

tion for a popular vote on calling a constitu

tional convention. That the people have no in

herent right to rule themselves is substantially

the position taken in the suffrage case by these

learned judges, and their actions show that they

honestly believe what they say.

x * x

Because of a slight misunderstanding The

Crisis for November does THE PUBLIC a grave

injustice. Quoting General Pershing's words,

December 27, 1916, to the Twenty-fourth Infan

try, which had served with him in Mexico, that

“a finer body of men never stood under the flag

of our nation,” The Crisis adds:

“But THE PUBLIC knows better and has this

extraordinary editorial: “What was looked

upon as an accident at Brownsville will now be

considered by many as an inherent weakness of

character; and it may take generations to live

it down. The Negro is a part of our citizen

ship. If he is not worthy of that responsibility,

he must be made so. If there is a weakness in

his moral nature that has given way under the

terrible strain of race prejudice, it must be for

tified.’”

Then follows a letter from a correspondent

who sets forth some of the obvious hardships

and handicaps under which the Negroes labor,

and some of the equally apparent shortcomings

of the whites. To which The Crisis adds:

“This letter THE PUBLIC refused to publish, a

thing that could not have happened under the

editorship of Louis F. Post.” A thoughtful

reading of the editorial in question will make it

clear that it was not intended as a reflection

upon the Negro as a man or as a race, but that

it was an earnest effort to show the Negro and

his friends the deplorable consequences of these

acts and the necessity of fortifying the men

against future lapses. The charge that the let

ter was refused publication is due to a misun

derstanding. It opened with the commendation:

“The tone of the article is friendly toward the

Negro; you wish justice done; you desire to see

the Negro helped to live down the impression

made by this unfortunate event.” But as the

letter corrected no error of statement and ap

peared to add nothing material to the subject it

was answered privately. THE PUBLIC stands

today, as it has stood from its first number, for

the fundamental rights of all mankind. And

there is no one who gives it more wholehearted

support than its founder, Louis F. Post.

Mayor Mitchel’s Defeat

Lamentation over the Tammany landslide in

New York City can well be left to those re

formers who are concerned with manners rather

than substance. For the election primarily

means that the city's voters will not be satisfied

with good government that stops at honest and

efficient administration of existing departments.

Economies in such a government are seen to be

gains for landlords and public service corpora

tions and property-owners generally. They find

no reflection in lower prices for food, clothing,

and shelter. And when the Mayor who achieves

these economies is frankly the friend and up

holder of an established order based on privilege

and extortion, the people will feel that in hitting

him they are hitting their real enemies. New

York has been well governed, yes. But the

average voter in New York is more concerned

with the amount of his rent and the cost of his

food than with the honesty of the police force.

He may not like petty graft and inefficiency in

the fire department. But he must read a news

paper to discover them, whereas not a day passes

but he suffers from the legalized extortion and

the respectable brutality of an economic order
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against which he hears the advocates of “good

government” say never a word.

The vote for Judge Hylan and Tammany

Hall was a punitive vote against Mayor Mitchel.

It was a popular reaction against the sort of

“good government” that has the hearty sup

port of Mr. Morgan, Mr. Rockefeller, Mr. Van

derbilt, and Mr. Root. A map of the New

York election shows a long, thin Mitchel strip

along Riverside Drive and the length of Fifth

Avenue, with Hylan territory hemming it in on

every side, as the tenements hem in the shops,

apartments, hotels and mansions. It was the

economic issue, drawn clearly if crudely. If

the people had no better instrument than Tam

many, it is because the economic issue has never

been politically organized in this country in such

a way as to give the voter a clear choice. Mr. Hill

quit's campaign subordinated the socialization

of New York to the issue of the war, attempting.

to capitalize every element of opposition to the

American Government. It was only this year's

manifestation of an ineptitude that has always

disqualified the Socialist party as the instrument

of American democracy. Today it asks Ameri

cans to repudiate patriotism as in other cam

paigns it has asked them to repudiate religion,

a statement as true as it is contrary to Socialist

professions. And whether or not such repudia

tions be regarded as desirable, at least it is cer

tain that the party which requires them dis

qualifies itself as an instrument of immediate

progress. Rather than that, the voters of New

York chose an unknown agent of Tammany

Hall, flocking to his standard in unprecedented

numbers and loving him for the abuse heaped

upon him by Messrs. Mitchel, Root, Roosevelt,

and the editorial writers of The Times and The

Sun. Organized labor supported him; his or

ganization was committed to woman suffrage

and pledged to government ownership of the

subways and other public utilities. Mr. Hearst

is credited with a measure of control in the new

administration second only to that of Boss

Murphy. It is Mr. Hearst's opportunity to

show that there is some good in him. In San

Francisco his newspaper waged and won a mag

nificent fight for municipal ownership. Some

substantial gain is just possible as a result of

Judge Hylan's election. But its chief value is

to demonstrate anew how poor is that “good

government” which offers no way out to the

victims of economic oppression, which rather

sanctifies privilege by honoring its high priests.

Mayor Mitchel might have saved himself the

humiliation of such an overwhelming defeat if

he had drawn attention to the good work done

under his administration by officials like Com

missioners John J. Murphy, Kingsbury, Woods,

and Purdy. Instead, he conducted a cam

paign of cheap vilification and flag-waving.

Even after he had been publicly rebuked by

Governor Whitman, he continued to brand Judge

Hylan as a traitor because in 1915 the Tam

many candidate had permitted his name to ap

pear on the letter-head of a peace society. In

this he again showed his spiritual kinship with

those jingoes and tories who see in this war

the emergence of an American social and finan

cial aristocracy that shall at last take its place

on terms of equality with that of England.

Militarism, jingoism, economic autocracy, social

snobbery, injustice, oppression,-blatant as al

ways on the eve of their destruction,-these are

the things the New York voters tried to hit when

they repudiated Mitchel. In a measure they

succeeded. That they incidentally hit efficient

and economical administration of the fire and

police departments is not so regrettable as it is

that these good things were in such bad com

pany. That the people had no better instrument

of rebuke than Judge Hylan is the fault of a

failure in leadership among American radicals.

A Triumph for Democracy

Every democrat in the United States must

feel enthusiasm over the 95,000 majority re

turned for woman suffrage by the voters of the

State of New York. An adverse majority in

1915 of 194,000, about equally divided between

the City and up-State, has melted away, and one

of the oldest and supposedly most cynical of

American communities has responded to Mr.

Wilson's exhortation that America prove the sin

cerity and depth of its democratic conviction and

understanding. Woman suffrage is important,

and this victory assures its coming in the Nation.

But more important is the people's realization

that the issue of democracy is joined, at home as

abroad, that our war slogan must be vindicated

in America as well as in France, that, in Mr. Wil

son's words, “it is a time for the people . . . to
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show the world that there is no application of

democracy which they do not believe in.”

This is not to overestimate the importance of

woman suffrage in its immediate effect. For a

few years, the new voters will have the poli

ticians guessing, and it should be possible to pro

cure the passage of much beneficial humanita

rian legislation on the strength of the popular

belief that women voters will stand together on

certain issues. The enfranchised women of

California probably accomplished more in the

first five years of suffrage than they will accom

plish in the next ten. For there is no conclu

sive evidence that women are more radical or

wise or disinterested than men in the making of

political choices. In states where equal suf

frage has prevailed for a long time, they get

themselves pigeon-holed and classified by the

politicians about as men do. In economic mat

ters, the woman is the first to feel the pinch of

hard times. Food and clothes for her family is

a pressing and immediate problem. She is just

as apt to shrink from experiments and innova

tions that will “hurt business” as she is to

accept a radical political philosophy offering a

more or less remote relief. In fact, woman suf

frage, like any application of democracy, must

get its justification by its effect in the long run,

and in the meantime its chief benefit will be

its subjective effect on the woman herself.

Most interesting is the question of what use

will now be made of all the brains, energy and

idealism of that fine body of New York women

whose talents for so many years have been de

voted to the suffrage cause. With the attain

ment of victory will come their real test. The

finest of them—those inspired by a real vision

of human freedom—will find some other great

democratic cause and throw themselves into it

with no thought of self. Others, who found in

the suffrage movement merely an opportunity to

exercise organizing ability, leadership, power for

the sake of power, will become politicians in the

meaner sense. There will be bitter disillusion

ments for the friends of some of these. More

than one woman of fine talents will be taken

onto a high mountain and shown a dazzling do

main over which she may rule at the cost of a

little qualifying, a few concessions to the practi

cal and the expedient. But these will be the

exceptions. The New York victory means that

every good cause in the State and City can

henceforth count on the support of a large num

ber of brilliant and devoted women, singularly

equipped for leadership, and with memories that

will keep alive their feeling of fellowship with

the disadvantaged of this earth.

The defeat of woman suffrage in Ohio was

probably due largely to the fact that the liquor

interests, particularly strong in that state, were in

the field with their full strength and the suffrage

issue was subordinate to the fight between wets

and drys. Nor had the Ohio women been given

an opportunity to prepare fully to meet the issue.

The vote was on a referendum, procured by the

liquor interests, on a statute of the Legislature

granting the Presidential suffrage to women.

Thus it was a liquor men's offensive, and they

kept it through the campaign. It may also have

been a rebuke of the Legislature for undertaking

to do for the women what the men voters might

perhaps have been willing to do for them them

selves. Male psychology has been known to

work that way.

What Will Labor Do?

The organized labor movement of America is

holding its annual convention this week in

Buffalo. Delegates from every trade and indus

try and from every industrial center between the

oceans are gathered there to tell each other of the

year's progress and to debate and decide the

issues that immediately concern not only the

2,400,000-odd members of the Federation, but

some 38,000,000 others dependent on wages for

their daily bread. The forthcoming session of

Congress is not more important. For economic

problems are crowding out strictly political

problems in the thoughts of the people.

Indeed, they are already transcendent. The

people of America are intent upon the

establishment of economic democracy at home

as they are upon checking and defeating

political and military autocracy abroad. And to

the extent that we are an industrial nation, the

American labor movement is the standard-bearer

of the democratic cause. At this year's conven

tion it will receive visiting delegates from the

organized farmers of the Northwest. But

whether it becomes allied with the farmers or

continues to act alone, the labor movement is

destined to be a great determining force in

the shaping of national policies during the next
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few years. There will be no sphere of public

action from international diplomacy to the press

censorship in which its voice will not influence

the acts of our statesmen.

How to use the power placed in labor's

hands by our war necessities is a question that

might well puzzle the wisest of statesmen.

Delegates to the Buffalo convention will be

judged by future historians for what they do

this week. It is for them to decide whether

chroniclers of the great struggle for economic

freedom shall write of them that they proved

unequal, that they threw away the opportunity

to unite on a policy of fundamental reform at a

time when the politicians could refuse them

nothing within justice and reason. Any labor

man so week-kneed in his faith as to imagine

that a sacrifice of any part of labor's cause is in

the interests of the nation—in the interests of

anything save privilege and injustice—will de

serve and receive the execration of posterity.

This is not to say that he shall not work longer

hours if the need arises. It is to say that he

shall make any sacrifice, even of life itself, pro

vided he uses his collective power to force equal

sacrifices from the beneficiaries of economic

privilege. But equal sacrifices by the bene

ficiaries of economic privilege mean nothing less

than the voluntary or enforced abandonment of

this privilege, –the privilege of enslaving men

and women through the private ownership and

control of natural resources and public utilities,—

enslaving them through control of their oppor

tunities to work, through control of the neces

saries of life, through the power to rob them

of all except the minimum on which life can be

supported.

Thus far organized labor has failed to grasp

its opportunity and strike at the fundamental

causes of injustice. Its one gain has been an

extension of organization, and even in this field

it has not been as aggressive as it might be.

Each international union has played its own

game, indifferent to the others, and it has been

the old game of higher wages and immediate

advantage within the grasp of men who were

Something less than statesmen. Now, it must not

be forgotten that higher wages follow higher

prices, and do not precede them, and that they

are of legitimate and substantial benefit. But

they mark no progress, -only a constant struggle

to keep the margin between income and expendi

tures from narrowing or disappearing, or even

from widening on the minus side.

Is it not time for organized labor to forget

its fear of bureaucracy, to dare to strike for

government ownership of railroads, mines and

those basic industries involving non-competitive

operation on a huge scale? Cannot labor trust

to its power to place its own representatives on

the government boards that would manage these

industries and thus to protect its interests in the

workshop while consigning the profiteer to the

scrap-heap *

If public ownership should prove too much

for the statesmanship of the labor movement, the

least its leaders at Buffalo can do is to strike at

the underlying, fundamental evil of land

monopoly. Here is the primary source of in

justice and privilege. Mr. Gompers is but one

of many labor leaders already committed to the

taxation of land values as a means of freeing

the land from the control of monopolists and

opening opportunity to every man of enterprise.

He knows that in freeing the land we should be

freeing industry, that no man would work in

factory or mine for less than a fair share of the

product of his toil, or under a tyrannical boss,

when opportunity on the land lay open to him as

an alternative.

Organized labor in England has declared for

the taxation of land values and the socialization

of public utilities and basic industries as the

irreducible minimum of its program of economic

reconstruction. What will American labor do?

The question of method is almost as impor

tant as the question of policy. Progressive labor

men have long recognized the need of a con

tinuous board of strategy composed of leaders

in the more important international unions, its

members to have their headquarters within easy

call and to meet together often. Today the head

quarters of the great international unions are

scattered throughout the East and Middle West,

and too many of the international presidents

and secretaries are singly intent on advancing

their own unions without regard to the larger

policies affecting wage earners as a class. These

policies are left to the Executive Council of the

American Federation of Labor, a body which

boasts of its autocratic and machine control, and

largely out of sympathy with the younger and

more progressive forces in the movement. Many

of the most important unions pay little or no at
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tention to its decisions, going their own way and

leaving the rest to “Sam.” Mr. Gompers is a

powerful and able leader, of his type, but it is

a type that can no longer adequately represent

the hopes and aspirations of American workers.

His American Alliance for Labor and Democ

racy has been a disappointment. It has failed

as an instrument for rallying American labor.

Its denunciation of pacifists and pro-Germans

would have been well enough had it once raised

its lance in the cause of wealth conscription,

taxation of privilege, and free speech. On the

other hand, Mr. Gompers has established him

self in the nation’s war councils as the repre

sentative of labor, and in this capacity he has

the value of a “going concern” that has accom

plished much and is in the process of accom

plishing more. He understands “the Washing

ton game,” and has built up an authority and

prestige there that no successor could inherit in

tact. There is not the slightest likelihood that

the labor movement will retire him at this junc

ture. What it might well do is to delegate three

or five of its strongest men,—such men as Ed

ward Nockels, John Walker, and Paul Schar

renberg, -to go to Washington as a standing

emergency committee to supplement and

strengthen the Executive Council.

Playing with Dynamite

Professional detectives and the well-meaning

assistant prosecutors of the Department of

Justice should not be given a free hand in

handling the I. W. W. situation. There is evi

dence that they are as ignorant of American so

ciology as were the advisers of Louis XVI of

French sociology. And they are aided and

abetted in their ignorance by an equally ignorant

press, so that nothing but approving comment

follows the most stupid and dangerous tactics.

The situation in this country with respect to un

skilled and unorganized labor is full of dynamite.

Every important employer knows it. Every trade

union leader knows it. The President knows it.

It is the dynamite engendered by the existence of

a large class conscious of injustice, burning with

resentment, and wholly without organization

through which to express itself. The I. W. W.

does not represent it in any authorized way. But

it comes nearer being its spokesman than any

other organization. Members of the I. W. W. or

men who have been profoundly influenced by

their propaganda may be found in every unor

ganized labor force in the country. The I. W. W.

is not an organization so much as it is a spirit and

a vocabulary. And because no strike or audible

protest follows the various assaults on I. W. W.

leaders, let us not be too sure that their influence

is negligible, that the Department's policy and

that of the mobs that get encouragement from

this policy is not breeding a slow, dangerous,

smoldering resentment.

An instant retaliation would be far less dan

gerous, much easier to handle, than a spirit that

may at some critical juncture in the future flare

out in a strike of steel workers or slaughter-house

workers or miners or oil refiners. No one knows

about this. Perhaps the Government can im

prison or mobs horsewhip every laborer in the

country who sympathizes with the I. W. W., and

our unorganized, unskilled, exploited wage work

ers will take it lying down. Perhaps they will

not. But the situation should not be handled

by men who have never read, let alone pondered,

the government reports that show that hardly

more than half of the adult male wage earners

in the United States earn enough in a year to

support a family in decency and comfort. The

I. W. W. leaders now in jail know those reports

by heart. They have passed them on to tens of

thousands of men, and they have interpreted them

with the aid of the writings of such men as

Thorstein Veblen and Leo Tolstoy and Henry

George. Their movement is interpreted sympa

thetically and accepted as an inevitable product

of existing conditions by such first-hand ob

servers as Dr. Carleton Parker, Dean of the

School of Business and Professor of Economics

at the University of Washington, and the Rev.

Dr. Sydney Strong of Seattle, a Congregational

minister and a sociologist of character and stand

ing. There is in existence a printed report of

the testimony given by Mr. Herbert Quick, now

Federal Farm Loan Commissioner, in which the

condition of millions of migratory farm laborers.

in this country is presented in words that make

it perfectly clear why, in H. G. Wells's phrase,

these men are among our “disaffected employes.”

Mr. Quick placed the blame largely on a system

of land tenure and land taxation that plays into

the hands of monopolists and beneficiaries of

privilege.
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Just a suggestion of the way in which I. W.

W.’s are produced is found in experience of har

vest hands with our railroads and local authori

ties. At the beginning of the harvest, the word

goes out to trainmen that “hoboes” are to be

Munmolested. They go into the harvest without

funds, and their labor is a vital community need.

After the crops are harvested, the attitude of

, town authorities and railroad officials suddenly

changes. The harvest hands straightway become

“bums.” They are arrested, thrown into jail, and

, fined. They are kicked off railroad trains unless

they pay fare or its equivalent. This is a situa

tion described minutely enough in government

reports, and it is only one of a hundred true

stories that help to explain the I. W. W.

The I. W. W. is a loose organization, almost

.no organization at all. There is no discipline.

Among its members are undoubtedly some men

who belong in jail during this war. But to as

*sault the I. W. W. as a whole is to assault the

only spokesmen and to suppress the only articu

lation possessed by a class of wage workers on

which several of our most vital basic industries

are utterly dependent—a class numbering many

millions of men. Why this class is represented

by men who repudiate patriotism, religion and

government is a long story. It is well told by

Dr. Parker in the current Atlantic. It involves

the shortcomings of the trade union movement as

well as the upgrowth of conditions that leave

large bodies of workers with no gratitude to

established institutions, because those institutions

have done nothing for them except to cut them

off from about everything that makes life on this

earth worth while. The fact remains.

* But, someone will say, surely the responsible

federal authorities know what they are doing.

They must have evidence. Among those ar

rested with the others for seditious conspiracy

was Arturo Giovannitti, one of the leaders in

the Lawrence strike of nearly six years ago.

He is an Italian whose international ideals had

not succeeded in smothering his nationalist sen

timent. He is an ardent partisan for the Allies.

For several years he has had no dealings with

the I. W. W. and has taken part in no strikes.

He is a poet of distinction. His work has been

highly praised by the London Times and pub

ished in the Atlantic Monthly. For the past

year he has been writing plays and poems and

$ving quietly in New York. Five years ago he

translated a work on sabotage. For this he has

received no royalties, nor has he owned or cir

culated so much as one copy of the volume. Yet

he is seized and taken to the Tombs and must

now submit to removal to Chicago and trial

there in an atmosphere poisoned by prejudice.

Among others arrested in New York were Miss

Elizabeth Gurley Flynn and Carlo Tresca. A

year ago they left the I. W. W. organization and

have not so much as exchanged letters with its

officers since. As for the charge, freely given

to the press at Washington, that proof had been

found that the organization was being financed

by German money, not a line of evidence has

since been produced to substantiate these vague,

sensational intimations supposedly given out by

Mr. Gregory's assistants and spread in flaming

headlines on the first page of every newspaper

in the country. On the contrary, the indictment

as published contains no charge that German

money played a part in the organization's ac

tivities. William D. Haywood, general secre

tary of the I. W. W., is a descendant of men

who fought in the Revolution and the Civil

War. His bias, so far as he has one, is pro

Ally in this war. Haywood may have used

German money. He may have been engaged in

a conspiracy directed, not against bad working

conditions and unfair employers, but against the

government and its participation in the war.

Among I. W. W. card-holders are undoubtedly

some who are also pro-German and who belong

in jail. But the probability is that these are

few, and that the real crime of Haywood and

most of the rest was the conducting of an ag

gressive propaganda and strike program on be

half of laborers who were interested solely in

obtaining better conditions of life and labor.

The I. W. W. advocacy of sabotage is, of course,

criminal and wrong. But it has been a con

spicuous part of the I. W. W. theory during all

the six or eight years of its active life in this

country. I. W. W. leaders have talked more

violently than they have acted. They have been

flagrant “four flushers,” and they have them

selves to blame for much of the popular feeling

against them. But that feeling has been ma

nipulated and organized by men whose economic

interests, whose right to exploit their fellows

without let or hindrance, have been interfered

with, and properly, by I. W. W. agitation. In

so far as the T. W. W. stand as spokesmen and
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representatives of the most exploited class of

American labor, they must be handled by men

who are something more than outraged patriots,

with a patriotism that coincides with a belief in

their right to exploit others. No one knows to

what degree they do so stand, and least of all the

detectives and prosecutors of the Department of

Justice. These assume too readily that they can

dispose of the whole problem by putting a few

men in jail.

Either President Wilson himself or the De

partment of Labor as his agency should be rep

resented at the forthcoming trials, and by men

who are able to distinguish between an I. W. W.

injury to the national cause and an I. W. W. in

jury to industrial conditions that no government

can afford to sanction. In the interest of safety

it would be well to assume that millions of la

borers are watching these cases, and that an

ounce of understanding now may be worth a

pound of martial law in some critical juncture

of the future.

War Patriotism

By Louis F. Post

III

It is true, of course, that constitutions are

not determinative of patriotism; democracy over

all is an outstanding American doctrine. But

constitutions do signify. They are people's

agreements. They prescribe fundamental rules

of political conduct. In harmony with its Con

stitution a people may progress as a social soli

darity, step by step, democratically and peace

ably, from lower levels of democracy to higher.

For constitutions are less difficult to amend than

might be inferred from amending clauses

cramped by “the dead hand” of traditional

democracy. When public sentiment—not the

sentiment of political pioneers alone, but that

which is commonly called public opinion—when

this mass sentiment demands changes in a

people's Constitution, the changes are made.

Constitutions apart, however, a truly democratic

people, not anarchists but democrats, will distin

guish the democratic inviolability of their liber

ties in time of peace from the democratic neces

sity of modifying them in time of war.

This necessity is indicated by Amos Pinchot

in his strong letter to a committee of Congress in

which he observes that “war demands a high

degree of centralized control, even in a democ

racy.” Obstructive agitations in time of war,

whether they are fostered by the enemy or are

innocent pastimes comparable with children's

play with matches in a hay mow, can not be toler

War Profits and Patriotism,” the letter to a Conference

Committee of Congress heretofore cited in this series of articles.

See the Public of October 19, 1617, page 1009.

ated. For such agitations our enemy in the

present war has been ready to pay, probably has

paid in many directions, and liberally. Unless we

recognize their danger to ourselves, as he recog

nizes their advantage to himself, our cause may

suffer, the war may be prolonged, our battle

casualties may be multiplied, hopes of a demo

cratic peace may be frustrated and even our own

independence may be lost. When a democracy

is at war with a despotism, to permit effervescent

agitations which obstruct any of the activities

necessary to vigorous warfare, is to turn the free

doms of the democracy into instruments for its

subjugation.

Democracy does not mean each for himself.

That is individualism of the lowest species.

What democracy means is each for all and all

for each. Though not yet fully actualized, this

ideal of democracy is in process of development;

and during the process there must be a pooling of

individual rights in the face of common dangers.

Unrestrained freedoms of public meeting, public

speech, and publication in print, are capable of so

much abuse in time of war—whether the abuse

be traitorously promoted or fatuously indulged

in—as to be more harmful than gun fire in the

rear.

It is true, nevertheless, that restraints upon

freedom of speech, press and assembly, even in a

desperate war between reactionary feudalism and

advancing democracy, such as this war is, should

be imposed reluctantly. This is as true on demo
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cratic principle as under Constitutional interpre

tation. When officialdom, whether State or na

tional, rushes imperiously into suppressions of

individual liberties, it exposes itself to reasonable

suspicions of over-eagerness to seize opportuni

ties for exercising despotic power and thereby

creates democratic undercurrents of distrust. It

stimulates dangerous doubts—none the less dan

gerous for being unexpressed—of the democratic

intent of our national purpose in the war.

Such undercurrents may prove more obstruc

tive to our war activities than most objectionable

agitating agencies could be if let alone. The sup

pression, for instance, by two Governors in suc

cession of public meetings which assumed—mis

takenly, and probably as to some of their pro

moters worse than mistakenly—to represent pub

lic opinion, was pregnant of more harm to the

nation's cause than the meetings could possibly

have done. Without that extra-officious zeal,

those meetings, their aloofness from the common

thought exposed, would have fallen flat in public

estimation. Instead of weakening war sentiment,

they would thereby have operated to strengthen

it.

Some perfectly sound observations regarding

these impolitic performances were made by

William Marion Reedy, that level-headed public

adviser and brilliant writer whose patriotism is

neither superficial nor questionable, whose paci

fism is both sane and sincere, and whose democ

racy is genuine from surface to center. When

the hysteria of superficial patriotism and of shal

low pacifism were at their height he wrote:

“We are in danger of going off into an explo

sion of hysteria. We are drifting into persecu

tion for opinion's sake. All this talk of standing

senators up against walls and shooting them for

their actions and utterances is mere frenzy. All

the legislation providing for bureaucratic sup

pression of publications is but a case of nerves.

We can be loyally patriotic without making an

insanity of our patriotism. Let the pacifists and

others talk and write as much as they please,

short of agitating and organizing resistance to

the laws for the carrying on of the war. Of

course they are exasperating in their logicality

that is not reason, but it's a pertinent suggestion

that we should reflect upon the situation as it

would appear to us if we were in the minority.

We must not throw freedom overboard here to

make the world safe for democracy. The people

of the country are stronger for the war every

day and the irreconcilables are diminishingly

dangerous. By holding fast to our tolerance of

dissent we will justify our professions of pur

pose in the war. Let the opposition oppose and

it will expose its shallow folly. Let reason pre

vail, not passion. Let us not be as crazy as the

folks who prefer peace to liberty and free insti

tutions. Let us keep the free institutions free.

And let us get on with the war.”

But suppressions of democratic freedoms,

when a war is on, raise questions rather of

policy than of rights. On democratic principle,

as on Constitutional interpretation, authority in

time of war to temporarily modify individual

liberties that jeopardize the nation's cause in the

war, must be confided in the government which

the people as a democratic whole have charged

with responsibility for conducting the war. Offi

cials who violate this confidence cannot plead

their zeal in extenuation; but is there not also

some duty on the part of the people, when a war

is on, to aid responsible public officials in their

perplexities instead of hectoring or defying

them? The greatest of our unofficial leaders of

democracy, a leader who deservedly enjoys the

confidence of the masses of this country, whose

pacifism is a sane gospel of wisdom as well as

faith and his patriotism a courageous devotion—

this leader puts the matter to his friends in these

words: “With the citizen the question of duty

is sometimes more important than the question

of rights. The vital question is not what he can

do but what he ought to do.” Pursuing the

thought, this beloved democratic leader adds:

“In the case of proposed legislation it is better

that the citizen should communicate directly

with those empowered to act—the President,

senators and congressmen—than to speak through

the press, on the platform or on the street. If

one is really anxious to serve his country he will

choose the method of expression that promises

the maximum of good and the minimum of risk

of doing his country harm. Patriotism requires

some to give their lives; it requires others to give

their money; it may require some to hold their

peace rather than risk creating dissension or dis

cord by public expression of opinion when such

expression is unnecessary.”

If the people themselves—not irresponsible

* Reedy's (St. Louis). Mirror, October 5, 1917, p. 627.

*W. J. Bryan in the “Commoner” for October, 1917, p. 1.
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groups, let it be observed, but the people in or

ganic mass—if they wish to discipline imperious

officials, or to defeat our armies, or to recall

them, or to surrender to the enemy, or to make

overtures of peace, or otherwise to end a war in

which we are engaged, it is their democratic

right, as it is also within their Constitutional

power, to do so. But they must speak for them

selves as a people, in orderly democratic as dis

tinguished from anarchistic fashion. The po

litical machinery for this is available. Its mo

tive power is the ballot box. To the decision of

the ballot box government must yield or chal

lenge Constitutional condemnation—popular re

volt, if it defies Constitutional authority—for

usurping governmental powers. Our govern

ment has always yielded to this arbitrament.

An impressive instance in war time is afforded

by the premature-peace campaign which preceded

the Presidential election of 1864. Some of our

States were then at war with the nation in an

effort to establish another nation. Numerous

democratic liberties had been abrogated. Vallan

digham had been exiled without other law than

military necessity; newspapers had been sup

pressed by military authority; conscription for

recruiting the national army had been enforced

in the face of desperate riots to prevent it; Fort

Lafayette had been filled with irrational martyrs

to their war-obstructive convictions; the writ of

habeas corpus had been suspended to prevent ap

peals from military to civil authorities. And yet,

when the Presidential election approached, there

was no restraint upon free discussion of the most

vital of all war issues—abandonment of the war.

The peace faction of that time had captured the

Democratic party and gone into the Presidential

campaign declaring, “as the sense of the Amer

ican people,” that “after four years of failure to

restore the Union by the experiment of war, dur

ing which, under the pretense of a military neces

sity or war power higher than the Constitution,

the Constitution itself” had “been disregarded in

every part, and public liberty and private right

alike trodden down, and the material prosperity

of the country essentially impaired, justice, hu

manity, liberty and the public welfare” de

manded “that immediate efforts be made for a

cessation of hostilities, with a view to the ultimate

convention of the States, or other peaceable

means, to the end that, at the earliest practicable

moment, peace might be restored on the basis of

the Federal union of the States.” This declara

tion, obstructive to national success in the Civil

War as was its tendency, and alien to national

sentiment as it proved to be, was nevertheless

freely supported in the press and on the stump

during the Presidential campaign. At the election

it was voted upon by the people—the very people

whose cause in the war it denounced and offered

to abandon.

Fortunately for our nationality, fortunately for

that internationality which the Union of our

States has foreshadowed and of which through

the horrors of this war the peoples of the world

are beginning to get glimpses, the premature

peace party of 1864 failed. The result of the

election proved it grossly mistaken in its estimate

of the sense of the American people, and events

six months later proved that it had been

wretchedly obtuse in estimating the war as a

failure. No less mistaken were its leaders in

their prediction of perpetual hatred between the

people of the North and the people of the South

as an inevitable result of national victory.

The issues of the present war, too, can be tried

at the ballot box; and in accordance with Consti

tutional methods can be threshed out in advance

of the voting, as in 1864, with full freedom of dis

cussion. The result also would probably resemble

that of 1864. Not to realize this is to think with

Bernstorff, who mistook the soberness of a peace

loving people—their unwillingness to follow

American kaisers and bareback riders into war

for war's sake—for unwillingness to go into war

for an adequate cause. But free as elections have

been and must be, even in time of war, freedom

at elections gives no warrant for feverish hit

or-miss anti-war propaganda when a war is on.

Although election campaigns may be disturbing

to war activities, they lead on to decisive popular

action. They are part of the serious business of

a democracy. Not so with sporadic anti-war

propaganda in time of war. The practical effect

of this is to serve the enemy without bringing our

own people to a decision.

In time of peace miscellaneous propaganda is

socially wholesome. “Despise not prophesy

ings” but “prove all things” and “hold fast that

which is good,” is as important to political as to

See Histo of Political“Democratic platform of 1864.

H. Hopkins, page 306.Parties in the United States, by James

On this platform Gen. George B. McClellan was the Presidential

candidate against President Lincoln. The popular vote for

Lincoln was 2,216,067 and for McClellan 1,808,725; the electoral
vate being 213 for i incoln and 21 for McClella:
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eligious progress. It has yielded some of the

'ichest fruits of that security of freedom of

speech, press and assembly which democratic

ientiment demands and our Constitution guaran

ees. War time, however, is not a right time for

ropaganda having no better purpose than reck

ess anti-war agitation, no possibility of securing

decisive popular action, and no other probable

*ffect than giving aid and comfort to the enemy.

NEWS OF THE WEEK

Week Ending November 13

Abor Convention Opens

The annual convention of the American Federation

5f Labor began at Buffalo on November 12. It was

welcomed to the city by A. A. Landon, of the local

Shamber of Commerce. For the first time in its his

ory it was addressed by the President of the United

States. President Wilson devoted a part of his address

o discussion of the war and Germany's responsibility

herefor. He expressed contempt for the pacifists, say

ng: “I want peace, but I know how to get it, and they

lo not.” He had sent Colonel House to Europe, he

said, not on a peace mission, but to confer on how to

win the war. In regard to the labor question, he said:

While we are fighting for freedom, we must see,

among other things, that labor is free; and that means

a number of interesting things. It means not only

that we must do what we have declared our purpose

to do, see that the conditions of labor are not ren

dered more onerous by the war—but also that we

shall see to it that the instrumentalities by which the

conditions of labor are improved are not blocked or

checked. That we must do. That has been the mat

ter about which I have taken pleasure in conferring

from time to time with your president, Mr. Gompers.

And, if I may be permitted to do so, I want to ex

press my admiration of his patriotic courage, his large

vision, and his statesman-like sense of what is to be

done. I like to lay my mind alongside of a mind that

Knows how to pull in harness. The horses that kick

over the traces will have to be put in a corral.

Now to “stand together” means that nobody must

interrupt the processes of our energy, if the interrup

tion can possibly be avoided without the absolute in

vasion of freedom. To put it concretely, that means

this: Nobody has a right to stop the processes of labor

until all the methods of conciliation and settlement

have been exhausted; and I might as well say right

here that I am not talking to you alone. You some

times stop the course of labor, but there are others

who do the same. And I believe that I am speaking

of my own experience not only, but of the experience

of others, when I say that you are reasonable in a

larger number of cases than the capitalists.

Without specifically mentioning the I. W. W., or such

occurrences as the lynching of Frank Little and the at

tack on Herbert S. Bigelow, the President condemned

violence as follows:

I have been very much distressed, my fellow-citi

zens, by some of the things that have happened re

cently. The mob spirit is displaying itself here and

there in this country. I have no sympathy with what

some men are saying, but I have no sympathy with the

men that take their punishment into their own hands,

and I want to say to every man who does join such a

mob that I do not recognize him as worthy of the

free institutions of the United States.

There are some organizations in the country whose

object is anarchy and the destruction of law, but I

would not meet their efforts by making myself a part

ner in destroying the law. I despise and hate their

purposes as much as any man, but I respect the an

cient processes of justice, and I would be too proud

not to see them done justice, however wrong they

are. And so I want to utter my earnest protest

against any manifestation of the spirit of lawlessness

anywhere or in any cause.

Why, gentlemen, look what it means: We claim to

be the greatest democratic people in the world, and

democracy means, first of all, that we can govern

ourselves. If our men have not self-control, then

they are not capable of that great thing which we call

democratic government. A man who takes the law

into his hands is not the right man to co-operate in

any form of or development of law and institutions.

* *

In its report to the convention the Executive Coun

cil of the Federation urged support of the war, but

added that when peace terms are discussed the “Gov

ernment should be only an instrumentality of the peo

ple instead of dominating and actuating their lives.”

Secret diplomacy, it said, should be replaced by diplo

matic representatives responsible to the people and re

ceived by the popular representatives of the country to

which they are accredited. Adequate and direct rep

resentation of wage earners among the delegates to the

Peace Congress was demanded, and the following basis

for terms of peace was suggested:

(1) The combination of the free peoples of the

world in a common covenant for genuine and prac

tical co-operation to secure justice, and, therefore,

peace, in relations between nations.

(2) Governments derive their just power from the

consent of the governed.

(3) No political or economic restrictions meant to

benefit some nations and to cripple or embarrass

others.

(4) No indemnities or reprisals based upon vindic

tive purposes or deliberate desire to injure, but to

right manifest wrongs.

(5) Recognition of the rights of small nations and

of the principle, “No people must be forced under

sovereignity, under which it does not wish to live.”

(6) No territorial changes or adjustment of power

except in furtherance of the welfare of the peoples

affected and in furtherance of world peace.

In addition to these basic principles, which are
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based upon declarations of our President of these

United States, there should be incorporated in the

treaty that shall constitute the guide of nations in the

new period, and conditions into which we enter at

the close of the war, the following declarations, fun

damental to the best interests of all nations and of

vital importance to wage-earners:

(1) No article or commodity shall be shipped or

delivered in international commerce in the produc

tion of which children under the age of sixteen have

been employed or permitted to work.

(2) It shall be declared that the basic work-day in

industry and commerce shall not exceed eight hours.

(3) Involuntary servitude shall not exist except as

a punishment for crime whereof the party shall have

been duly convicted.

(4) Establishment of trial by jury.

The report protests against the deportation of striking

laborers, as has occurred in the mining regions and

elsewhere, and recommends that the eight-hour day be

extended by administrative authority, as a war measure,

to all commerce and industry. It demands also that

women receive equal pay with men for the same work.

Local Elections

New York City elected Judge John F. Hylan, Tam

many candidate, Mayor on November 6, defeating

Mayor Mitchel for re-election by 147,975 plurality. The

vote cast in the city was: Hylan, 297,282; Mitchel, 149,

307; Hillquit (Socialist), 142,178; Bennett (Republi

can), 53,678. The soldier vote is still to be added to

this. The Tammany victory includes the whole Board

of Estimate and all borough officials. The Socialists

elected seven Aldermen and ten Assemblymen, including

their two present members re-elected. They also elected

Jacob Panken judge of one of the municipal courts.

Among the Republican aldermen chosen is a Negro,

James C. Thomas, Jr., the first of his race to be elected

to office in the city. -

sk *

Philadelphia's civilian voters gave a plurality to the

regular Republican ticket over the ticket of the Town

Meeting party, endorsed by the Democrats and sup

ported by the Penrose-McNichol wing of the Republi

cans. The pluralities vary from 2,747 for the head of

the ticket to 9,640. Charges of fraud are made. The

result may be changed by the soldier vote, still to be

heard from.

* x

Chicago elected the judicial ticket of a Republican and

Democratic combine over the Socialist ticket. The vote

on the highest candidates was 150,615 to 82,997. Cin

cinnati elected John Galvin (Republican) Mayor over

former Congressman Alfred G. Allen, Democrat.

Cleveland re-elected Mayor Harry L. Davis, Republican.

Louisville elected a Republican Mayor. A heavy in

crease in the Socialist vote took place in all localities.

* x

Maryland seems to have elected a Republican State

Controller by a small plurality, Kentucky a Democratic

Legislature and Virginia a Democratic Governor, Mas

sachusetts re-elected Governor McCall, Republican.

New York State elected Merton E. Lewis, Republican,

Attorney General by about 87,000 plurality, overcoming

an adverse plurality in New York City of 84,403, where

the vote stood—Lewis (Republican), 204,736; Hodson

(Democrat), 289,139; Block (Socialist), 117,458.

Referendum Results

Woman suffrage won in New York State on No

vember 6 by about 95,000 majority. In New York City

the vote was 334,011 in favor and 241,316 against, a fa

vorable majority of 92,692. In the State outside the

majority in favor was very small, probably less than

2,500. Buffalo gave a favorable majority of 4,000, and

similar results were obtained in other large cities with

the exception of Rochester. It was consequently the

big cities which carried the day against adverse rural

majorities. New York becomes the twelfth State to

grant women full suffrage.

* x

In Massachusetts all three of the amendments car

ried submitted by the Constitutional Convention. These

legalize absentee voting and sale by cities of necessities

to consumers. There was serious opposition only to

the third amendment, which forbids payment of public

funds to institutions not under public control. The op

position was led by Cardinal O'Connell, who denounced

the measure as an attack on his church. It was advo

cated and championed, however, by leading Catholic

citizens as well as by members of other denominations.

It received about 35,000 majority.

* x

Ohio defeated limited woman suffrage by about 136,

000 majority. The Legislature had adopted an act con

ferring Presidential and municipal suffrage on women.

The act was held up and submitted through the refer

endum. Prohibition was voted on at the same time.

The latest reports indicate its defeat by about 1,000 ma

jority. Twice the unofficial returns have shown a

prohibition majority but each time mistakes were dis

covered in Cincinnati which reversed the result.

* x

A local victory for suffrage was won at Lakewood,

Ohio, a suburb of Cleveland. There under the home

rule provision of the constitution an initiative propo

sition conferring municipal suffrage on women was

carried. A similar measure prevailed several weeks ago

in a special election at Columbus. So that in spite of

the unfavorable Statewide vote women retain munici

pal suffrage in two cities of the State and it is possible

for them to get it in others.

x *

Prohibition carried in New Mexico by a majority,

still uncertain, but probably in the neighborhood of

5,000.

* *

Pueblo, Col., rejected a proposed amendment to the

city charter to apply the single tax locally.

Segregation Ordinance Void

The Federal Supreme Court on November 5 declared

unconstitutional the Negro segregation ordinance of

Louisville. The decision nullifies similar ordinances
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adopted in St. Louis, Baltimore, Richmond, Raleigh and

many other Southern cities. These forbid Negroes

from residing in districts where white residents pre

dominate. The Court's decision was unanimous. It de

clares that the police power of a State cannot go be

yond the limits set by the Federal Constitution and this

ordinance violates the guarantee of property rights in

the Fourteenth Amendment. It involves, moreover,

discrimination against a race, since its interdiction is

based on color and nothing else. (See Vol. XIX, pp.

217, 228.)

The Censorship Fight

On application of the Milwaukee Leader, Justice

William Hitz of the Supreme Court of the District of

Columbia, on November 5, issued a rule returnable

November 16, requiring Postmaster-General Burleson

to show cause why the order debarring the Leader from

the mails should not be rescinded and annulled.

* *

Although the United States Circuit Court of Appeals

upheld the Postmaster-General in the case of The

Masses, Judge Ward, in concurring with the majority,

laid down an interpretation of the law to the effect

that Congress has not attempted to prohibit transmis

sion as merchandise by railroads or express companies

of a publication barred from the mails. The Court

also held that arguments in favor of immediate peace,

or in favor of repeal of the Conscription act, although

tending possibly to discourage recruiting or enlistment,

are within the constitutional rights of every citizen

to express either orally or in writing, and Congress

cannot be presumed to have intended authorizing the

exclusion of such articles from the mails. The finding

against The Masses was based on the opinion that

while there might be doubt, as to whether some portions

of the issue excluded from the mails were intended to

obstruct recruiting, the Post Office Department, in

such a case, must be given the benefit of the doubt.

The case will be appealed to the Supreme Court.

[See current volume, pages 917, 964, 1060, 1085.]

Japan and the United States

Conferences between Secretary of State Lansing and

Viscount Ishii, special Japanese Ambassador, regarding

the relations of the two countries to China and to each

other, have resulted in an agreement that is considered

of the greatest importance in removing points of fric

tion and establishing amicable relations. The agree

ment as stated by Mr. Lansing and acknowledged by

Viscount Ishii guarantees the territorial integrity of

China and pledges both countries to the open-door

policy. The statement is as follows:

In order to silence mischievous reports that have

from time to time been circulated, it is believed by us

that a public announcement once more of the desires

and intentions shared by our two governments with

regard to China is advisable.

The governments of the United States and Japan

recognize that territorial propinquity creates special

relations between countries, and, consequently, the

government of the United States recognizes that

Japan has special interests in China, particularly in

the part to which her possessions are contiguous.

The territorial sovereignty of China, nevertheless,

remains unimpaired and the government of the

United States has every confidence in the repeated as

surances of the imperial Japanese government that,

while geographical position gives Japan such special

interests, they have no desire to discriminate against

the trade of other nations or to disregard the com

mercial rights heretofore granted by China in treaties

with other powers.

The governments of the United States and Japan

deny that they have any purpose to infringe in any

way the independence or territorial integrity of China,

and they declare, furthermore, that they always ad

here to the principle of the so-called “open door” or

equal opportunity for commerce and industry in

China.

Moreover, they mutually declare that they are op

posed to the acquisition by any government of any

special rights or privileges that would affect the inde

pendence or territorial integrity of China, or that

would deny to the subjects or citizens of any country

the full enjoyment of equal opportunity in the com

merce and industry of China.

Palestine to Be an Autonomous State

Arthur Balfour states in a letter to Lord Rothschild

that the British Government has officially recognized

Zionism by pledging itself to do all in its power to es

tablish a Jewish homeland in Palestine. This declara

tion is the result of the work begun twenty years ago

by Dr. Theodore Herzl, and continued by Justice Louis

D. Brandeis until his elevation to the Supreme Court,

and by Lord Rothschild, Dr. Chaim Weitzman, president

of the British Zionist Federation, and Nachum Sokolov,

of the Zionist Inner Actions Committee. Mr. Sokolov

has also been in charge of the negotiations with France,

Italy, and the Catholic Church. No opposition from

Britain's Allies is expected.

Russia

The Bolsheviki seized control of the Government

in Petrograd and Moscow on the 8th. Premier Ker

ensky and all but five of his ministers succeeded in

making their escape from the capital. A new Govern

ment was set up with Nikolai Lenine as Premier and

Leon Trotzsky as Foreign Minister. A proclamation

declares the Revolutionary Government to be in favor

of an “immediate democratic peace,” of turning the

land over to the peasantry, and of convoking the Con

stituent Assembly. All the troops in Petrograd are

reported to have given allegiance to the new govern

ment. During the upheaval General Korniloff, who

had been awaiting trial, escaped. Premier Kerensky

is reported to have gone to Luga, eighty-five miles

southwest of Petrograd, and to be now on his way

back to the capital with 200,000 loyal troops. Mos

cow is reported to have returned to Kerensky, and

the troops throughout the country are reported loyal.

Much disorder and confusion are reported in Petrograd,

with an inclination on the part of some of the troops
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to return to their former allegiance. [See current vol

ume, page 1084.]

European War

The Italian retreat is still the chief military event.

The whole army has fallen back to the Piave River,

where a stand is made on the west bank. But as this

line also may be flanked by the Germans from the

Trentino front the Italians may be obliged to fall back

to the Adige River, which would mean the giving up of

Venice, Padua, and a number of other towns. Rein

forcements are going forward from the British and

French armies. The Germans claim over 260,000 pris

oners, and between two and three thousand guns. It

is said that this number includes machine guns and

trench morters. No verification of the number of pris

oners is given by Italy. Heavy fighting has occurred on

the western front, but it has been overshadowed by the

Italian reverse. The British have taken Passchendaele,

which completes their immediate objective northeast of

Ypres, and gives them possession of the high ground,

with their guns commanding Roulers, the important

railroad junction. Heavy fighting occurred at Verdun,

but without materially changing the lines. Little is re

ported from the Russian or Roumanian fronts. The

British forces continue their progress in Palestine and

in Mesopotamia. The town of Tekrit, on the Tigris

River 95 miles northwest of Bagdad, has been taken.

The troops are advancing along the Tigris at the rate

of two miles a day. Tekrit is 125 miles south of the

British objective Mosul. [See current volume, page

1083.]

* *

By agreement of the Allied War Council the western

front has been extended to include the Italian line, and

all military activities will be directed as a unit. General

Cadorna, who has hitherto had command of the Italian

armies, will be subordinate to General Foch.

* *

Helsingfors, the capital of Finland, is reported to be

in the hands of German troops that had been landed

on the Aland Islands from the warships on the 8th.

The city had a population of 100,000 prior to the war,

and is connected by rail with Petrograd, 190 miles dis

tant. An agreement between the Finns and Russians

had been reached just prior to the Bolshevik outbreak,

by which Finland was to have a republican form of

government under the suzerainty of Russia.

* x

Only eight British merchant vessels above 1,600 tons,

and four under that tonnage were sunk by mines or

torpedoes during the week. The arrivals at British

ports were 2,384; departures, 2,379.

* x

"A temporary truce is reported between the German

Government and the Reichstag. Chancellor Hertling

has accepted Freidrich von Payer as Vice-Chancellor,

and Herr Friedberg as Vice-President of the Prussian

Ministry. This is accepted as evidence that the Chan

cellor is willing to work with the leaders of the Reich

stag, rather than resort to a military despotism, as had

been threatened. The Reichstag will open November

22.

* *

Colonel Edward M. House, American commissioner

to the inter-Allied Conference at Paris, November 15,

arrived in England on the 7th. Colonel House is ac

companied by Admiral W. S. Benson, chief of naval

operations; General Tasker H. Bliss, chief of staff of

the United States Army; Oscar T. Crosby, Assistant

Secretary of the Treasury; Vance C. McCormick, chair

man of the War Trade Board; Bainbridge Colby, of

the United States Shipping Board; Dr. Alonzo E. Tay

lor, representing the Food Controller; Thomas Nelson

Perkins, representing the Priority Board, and Gordon

Auchincloss as secretary. Secretary Lansing, in speak

ing of the move, said the conference is essentially a

“war conference,” held with the object of perfecting a

more complete co-ordination of the activities of the

Allies in order to attain the highest degree of efficiency.

The discussion will cover not only the military and

naval operations, but the financial, commercial, eco

nomic, and other vital phases of the present situation.

Emphasis is laid upon the fact that this is a war

conference and nothing more. Special attention will be

given to victualing neutrals in a way to prevent aid

going to the enemy. The question of Asiatic man power

also will be considered, and provision made for using

the Chinese and Japanese, both civilians and military.

The conference will simplify the task of the United

States by considering the claims of each nation for sup

plies in connection with those of the others, and so pre

vent duplication.

x *k

The United States now has under arms 2,087,391 men,

of whom nearly 1,400,000 voluntarily enlisted. Before

the first of the year it is expected that 500,000 will be

added to the present total. Of those now under arms

1,815,820 are in the army, and 271,571 are in the navy.

NOTES

—The United States per capita circulation, October

1, 1917, was $46.10, as compared with $40.62 in 1916,

and $16.92 on January 1, 1879.

—Emigration from the United States into Western

Canada for the first ten months of 1917 amounted to

33,134 persons. For the same period of 1916 the num

ber was 15,960, and for 1915 only 9,191.

—W. I. Boreman of Parkersburg, W. Va., known

throughout the country as an active singletax worker

since the old Standard days, died at his home on

October 14.

—That the number of government employes in Wash

ington will be more than doubled should the war last

a year is announced by the Civil Service Commission.

The normal number of these employes is 35,000.

—The Illinois State Federation of Labor, in session

at Joliet, urged that the State Legislature at its next

session put a tax on the market value of all unculti

vated land and apply the proceeds to war expenses.
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—The Farmers' Nonpartisan League of North Da

kota has entered into a wage agreement with the Agri

cultural Laborers' Union. Wages are to be four dollars

a day, with time and a half for overtime and double

pay for Sundays.

—The amount of money that China still owes to the

Allies on account of the Boxer uprising is, Belgium,

$324,747; France, $2,712,959; England, $1,937,564;

Italy, $1,018,801; Japan, $1,331,752; Russia, $4,990,

127; Portugal, $3,531.

—James McDaniel, one of the pioneer singletaxers of

Minneapolis, died on October 22, aged 70. Besides

being an active propagandist he was a prolific in

ventor. Many of his inventions have been applied in

the manufacture of flour and have contributed much

to the prosperity of that industry.

—A mob of masked persons styling themselves

“Knights of Liberty” seized seventeen members of the

I. W. W. at Tulsa, Okla., on November 10, took them

out of town in motor cars and severely whipped each

one. No arrests of those guilty of this outrage have yet

been reported.

—Statistics published in Peking show that 1,170 Chi

nese boys are attending American schools. Nearly all

of the Chinese Ministers and Ambassadors to foreign

countries have been selected because of their education

in American or English schools. Japan thirty years

ago began sending bright young men abroad to school.

—The National Municipal League will hold its annual

meeting at Detroit on November 21 to 24. Among

speakers announced are Lawson Purdy, Richard S.

Childs, Professor Charles A. Beard, Marcus M. Marks,

George W. Perkins, Dr. Frederic A. Cleveland, Clinton

Rogers Woodruff and others

—That conscripts have the right to appeal to the civil

courts from decisions of local exemption boards, and

that the courts have the right to pass upon these de

cisions, was held on November 5 by Judge Benjamin F.

Bledsoe, of the United States District Court at Los

Angeles. The decision makes it possible for conscripts

to apply for writs of habeas corpus.

—Immigration for the year ending June 30, 1917,

amounted to 295,403. The number of aliens departing

during the year was 66,277. Of those entering the

country 8,403 were recorded as of the professional

classes; 48,781, trades; 22,328, farm laborers; 7,764,

farmers; 51,115, laborers; 31,885, servants; 20,709, mis

cellaneous; 104,418, no occupation, including women

and children.

—Queen Liliuokalani, of Hawaii, died in the islands

over which she once ruled on the 11th. Born in 1838

she became queen in 1891; but by abrogating the Lib

eral constitution of the islands she caused a revolu

tion that drove her from the throne, and abolished

the monarchy. Because of alleged participation of

United States marines in the revolution President

Cleveland assumed responsibility for her dethronement,

and attempted to negotiate a restoration of her govern

ment, but without success.

BOOKS

The High Cost of Living. By Frederic C. Howe, Ph.D.,

LL.D. Published by Charles Scribner's Sons, New York. Price

$1.50.

Among the new books that claim our attention, none

can be considered more timely than Dr. Howe's latest.

Whether regarded as a speculative problem in econom

ics, or as a distressing fact that closely affects the lives

of us all, the high cost of living urgently demands con

sideration. For it is not, as Dr. Howe reminds us, a

consequence of the war, but merely an accelerated

working-out of tendencies that have been in operation

for years. If these tendencies continue unchecked,

nothing but national disaster can be imagined for the

future of the United States. For many years past, in

deed, the fear has haunted the minds of thoughtful and

sympathetic observers from across the Atlantic, that

Destiny has had a rod in pickle for the people of Amer

ica. Symptoms, more easily seen perhaps from the

spectator's viewpoint, have forced the suspicion that

the Great Republic has been steadily accumulating ele

ments of disease that nothing but a high fever can re

move; that she has been making huge overdrafts on

the long-suffering patience of natural law, forgetful of

the inevitable day of reckoning; that she has been

waltzing merrily over a volcano of social revolution, on

a crust so thin that its crackling is not inaudible; any

simile will serve that suggests the fear of a great crisis

in which the nation may hover between life and death,

and from which only her magnificent constitution and

the staying power of youth may deliver her. It may

be that America's participation in the European war

with all that this involves, is only bringing the internal

crisis more quickly to a head; it may be, too, that the

sudden development of the symptoms of the approach

ing crisis is calling into activity all those self-protecting

instincts by which disease germs are ejected, and with

which it appears that society, like the individual organ

ism, is endowed. In any case, Dr. Howe's book is to

be welcomed as indicating that in the persons of such

sincere sociologists as he, the country is awakening to

the reality of the huge life-and-death problem with

which it must soon grapple.

One much needed lesson for philosophic radicals

stands out from between the lines of Dr. Howe's writ

ing—that we must overcome our superstitious dread of

the word Socialism. Out of our solicitous regard for

individual freedom, we have failed to observe that while

the free individual will spontaneously fulfill all the

social functions that promise to yield him a profit, the

wisely governed community will find certain obvious

duties awaiting it which it may neglect only at its own

peril. What are these duties? Can they be defined, or

must we say that a government may legitimately under

take any function so long as it acts as the administra

tive agent of the people? While holding this broad

question in suspense it now becomes clear as Dr. Howe

conclusively demonstrates, that the transportation of the

life-necessities of a people cannot wisely be left to the

free-play of private financial interests. It may be use
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ful to recall Ruskin's illustration of three men on an

island, two of whom agree to cultivate widely separated

estates yielding different products, each of which is

needful to the owner of the other estate; the third man

meanwhile acting as go-between, carrier, or time-saver

to the two producers. “If this carrier brings to each

estate from the other, just what is wanted and at the

right time, all will go prosperously. But if no other

intercourse is possible and the agent keeps back the ar

ticles with which he has been entrusted until there

comes a time of extreme necessity, it is easy to see that

by watching his opportunities he may possess himself

regularly of the greater part of the superfluous product

of both estates, and at last maintain both the former

proprietors as his laborers or servants.” These words

seem not unlike a prophecy of the deplorable present

condition of things, in which the combination of dis

tributive agencies, trusts, banks, and speculators, engage

in a tacit conspiracy by means of artificially created

gluts and scarcities, to reduce the price paid to the pro

ducer and raise the price charged to the consumer.

Trusts had not been invented when Ruskin wrote, nor

had financial interests become interlocked and consoli

dated in the manner with which we are now familiar,

but the moral of his fable points at least to the neces

sity for keeping the means of transportation between

producer and consumer undisturbed and unobstructed

by the personal interests of the “agents.” The railroads

of the country and probably the markets, elevators, and

cold-storage plants, must become the property of the

nation, if they are to be subservient, like the public

highways, to the needs of the people rather than to such

interests as compel a railroad manager to prefer long

hauls to short ones because of the larger profit. “The

railroads,” says Dr. Howe, “have destroyed farming in

New York, in order that they may enjoy the earnings

that come from thousand-mile hauls from the far

West.” In the chapter entitled “Freeing the High

ways,” Dr. Howe explains with great lucidity how the

interlocking interests of railroads, food-exchanges,

packers, coal-masters, etc., all work almost automatically

against the interests of producers on the one hand, and

consumers on the other.

The ultimate consequences of this concatenation of

anti-social forces are shown in the facts enumerated in

the chapters, “The Embargo on Farming” and “Land

for the Landless.” Farming is being discouraged by the

forcing down of prices paid to the farmers. The pro

duction of food-stuffs and the vital necessities of life,

is not keeping pace with the growth of population. The

nation is being slowly strangled. But, as we should

have expected, Dr. Howe is keenly alive to the fact that

the throttling pressure of financial interests would be

much less powerful if the other jaw of the vise were

not kept firmly in position by the ubiquitous land-specu

lator. These two chapters afford some idea of the vast

folly of our earlier governments in giving away to the

railroads the bulk of our public domains “which orig

inally amounted to 1,850,000,000 acres and cost us less

than five cents per acre.” Out of these squandered

patrimonies have been carved the immense estates of

millions of acres that are still held speculatively, thus

providing the resistance necessary to make the squeez

ing by the “interests” effective against the real pro

ducers of wealth. It is a mean and sordid tale, but the

pity is 'tis true. And the greater pity is that, thanks

to the investment facilities afforded by the Wall Streets

of the country, both the profits of the unholy conspi

racy and the moral responsibility are divided among

millions of people who enjoy the one and are blissfully

unconscious of the other. A disease that is thus so

insidiously disseminated through the entire political

system must be dealt with in a large and comprehensive

way. In the chapter, “Opening Up the Land,” Dr.

Howe approaches the problem boldly. “Of all the

measures proposed for the solution of these problems

the taxation of land values is the simplest and most

effective. Under such a tax owners would be

driven either to sell their land or put it to a productive

use. They would either cultivate it themselves or dis

pose of it to would-be farmers. They would accept

easy terms of payment; they would offer generous

terms to tenants; they would pay higher wages to farm

laborers.” In short, production would go ahead, and

the fulcrum would be removed on which the lever of

financial interests rests.

Space will not permit more than a passing mention

of the valuable information conveyed on many sub

jects on which the public mind requires enlightenment,

such as “Gambling in Wheat,” “Denmark an Experi

ment in Agriculture,” “How Australia Controls the

Food Problem,” “Food Control in Germany,” all of

which suggest that we have much to learn from the

experiences and experiments of our fellow-men. The

chapter on Denmark is especially interesting, and pre

sents a brilliant object-lesson in the advantages of co

operation. Dr. Howe informs us that 90 per cent of

Danish farmers are owners, and that “there is no par

asitic class.” One would like to be assured that there

are no usurious money-lenders with mortgages on

farms, for this is the danger that besets small owner

ships where the selling-value is not taken out of the

land by the concentration of taxes upon it.

On one point only, the reader may regret that Dr.

Howe has offered no enlightenment—i. e., as to the re

lation between currency and the cost of living. The

plain man usually finds his mind tying itself in knots

when he attempts to grapple with this problem; but

still the suspicion haunts him that in addition to the

fundamental causes of high prices, in monopoly of land

and distributive agencies, another may be found in a

currency that may become inflated through the ordinary

or extraordinary methods of public finance. What ef

fect, for example, will the issue of Liberty Bonds have

upon the prices of commodities? If these bonds are ex

changed like dollar bills, for houses, automobiles and

other commodities, do they not in fact become a new

form of currency, and will the ultimate effect not be to

put larger profits in the hands of monopoly? But we

have no right to complain that the author has not cov

ered the whole field of economics, and for what he has

given us in this valuable book, every reader will feel

deeply grateful.

ALEx MACKENDRICK.
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“Fundamental Factors in War Finance,” by Frank

F. Anderson, a reprint from the Journal of Political

Economy, Vol. XXV, 1917, makes a material contribu

tion to the rapidly growing literature that demands pay

ment of the cost of the war by taxes of incomes and

excess war profits. Bonds should be issued only for

emergency borrowings, he contends, and should be tax

able, and run for a period not over ten years. The tax

on war profits should be 100 per cent. on gains over nor

mal profits. The income tax should be progressive until

95 per cent. of incomes over $100,000 is taken. Non

military aid rendered the Allies by our Government, he

says, should take the form of a gift paid out of the

proceeds of taxation. Mr. Anderson's analysis shows

that considering “the nation as a whole, posterity can

not possibly share the burdens.” What bonds do is to

compel one part of posterity to pay to another part of

posterity, the payment of the whole being equal to the

receipt of the whole. The author quotes Professor

Davenport to the effect that war bonds usually mean

“a mortgage of the masses to the classes.”
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The Ethical Principles of

Marriage and Divorce
By LOUIS F. POST

HAT are the ethical principles of Mar

riage—of Polygamy, Polyandry, and

Free Love—of Successive Marriages—

of Marriage Ceremonials—of Divorce? In

this book Louis F. Post critically examines

these vital questions in an absorbingly inter

esting manner. Every student of social ques

tions should read it, and every person who

is bewildered by the conflict of ideas upon

these subjects will find that this book will

clarify his thoughts and lead to sane con

clusions.

Price, postpaid, 75c.
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%e Law of Human Progress

By HENRY GEORGE

An Entirely New Wolume

It comprises in a handy, appropriate set

ting, the five great inspirational chapters

of Book X of “Progress and Poverty.”

A few verbal changes made by Louis F.

Post at the request of the family of Henry

George, have given it completeness in it

self without otherwise altering the orig

inal text.—Published by the Joseph Fels

International Commission.

to progress is only that which remains after what must be used for maintenance and

conflict. If, owing to the unequal distribution of wealth and the need of resisting

the aggression of modern Goths and Vandals, mankind is forced to exert all its thought

and energy merely to maintain itself, progress will halt and be followed by a gradual

retrogression. He shows that institutional evils will not cure themselves, and must,

unless the causes are removed, sweep us back into barbarism.

I' this work Henry George shows that the thought and energy which mankind devotes

With prophetic words Henry George says in this work: “Look around to-day. Can

this state of things continue? May we even say, ‘After us the deluge!” Nay; the pillars

of the state are trembling even now, and the very foundations of society begin to quiver

with pent-up forces that glow underneath. The struggle that must either revivify, or

convulse in ruin, is near at hand, if it be not already begun. . . . If, while there is

yet time, we turn to Justice and obey her, if we trust Liberty and follow her, the dangers

that now threaten must disappear, the forces that now menace will turn to agencies of

elevation.”

© Ideal As An Awie War-Time Christ

A Timely B00k mas Gift or Worth While New Year Card

"The Law of Human Progress" makes an £,.# ** **

ideal presentation volume. It will be treas- In full leather, single copy, $1.00 postpaid; five

ured for the truth of its analysis and for its "###'ss.25, postpaid.

great inspirational power. It is an excellent I------------------—l

example of good typography; 125 pages;
THE PUBLIC, Book Department,

122 East 37th Street,
beautifully printed and bound in cloth or |
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leather, with gilt top. For use as a

Christmas Gift it is both inexpensive and

yet appropriate for almost any thinking

person.
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The Lecture Bureau

of the Joseph Fels International

Commission affords unusual oppor

tunity to present fundamental issues

to the American public. |

4| Groups and organizations dealing

with local social problems and economic

ills will find in this lecture service valua

ble assistance in developing the means By

of righting conditions in their own GEORGE LANSBURY

| communities.

4. Among the lecturers presented by the In reviewing this book in THE PUBLIC, Alex

Bureau are

WARREN WORTH BAILEY FREDERIC C. HOWE
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HERBERT S. BIGELOW

JOHN DEWEY
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ander Mackendrick says:

“It is written by one who both knows and

cares how the poor live, and should be read by

every American citizen of whatever political

opinion; whether engaged or not engaged in re

be gladly supplied and complete individual

circulars will be sent to anyone on request. form or uplift agencies; whether concerned or

unconcerned in the social problem.”

$1 net; at all bookstores

Published by

ANNA BRIDING, Secretary,

| Lecture Bureau,

JOSEPH FELS INTERNATIONAL COMMISSION,

122 East Thirty-seventh Street,

New York City -

L B. W. HUEBsCH, 225 Fifth avenue, NEw York

Is the High Cost of Living

a War Product?

REDERIC C. HOWE in his new book, “The High

Cost of Living,” says “No.” To be sure, the war

hastened tendencies. It aggravated conditions. It

gave opportunities for speculation and extortion.

But the cost of living was rising rapidly before the war,

and it will continue to rise when the war is over unless

radical steps are taken to prevent it.

In “The High Cost of Living,” Mr. Howe aims to present the

root causes of the constant shrinkage in the purchasing power of

the dollar. And he applies his examination of the problem to

practical questions.

Frederic O. Howe

Food Control in Germany

The Embargo on Farming

Land for the Landless

Exploiting the Would-be Farmer

The Tenant Farmer

The Farmer and the Banker

Contents: Agricultural Possibilities and Problems

Gambling in Wheat

The Packers and the Cattlemen

Cold Storage and Food Speculation

The Middlemen and Distributers

The Transportation Embargo

Why There Is Not More Food

This book's value will increase daily as the pressure of the high cost of living forces the people to

consider the problem, and the politicians to flounder helplessly in their explanations of it.

Price $1.50, postpaid
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